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系统以 Micorsoft Visual Studio 2010、Dreamweaver CS5 等作为开发工具,利











































Nowadays, with the continuous development of informatization, the 
informatization construction of public security work also progresses steadily. The 
network security department of public security organizations plays an important role 
in fighting against network crime and managing Internet security. However, the 
current informatization level of network security department cannot satisfy the job 
requirement yet. As the network security department is standing in the forefront of 
information technology, it is quite necessary to utilize the advanced techniques to 
construct a high-quality and efficient comprehensive office platform and realize the 
office modernization, information reutilization and network transmission. This can not 
only break the transmission barrier between superior and subordinate layers of 
statewide (citywide) network security departments, but also allow the information 
data to be exchanged effectively among policemen, so as to realize resource share. 
This thesis unfolds on the basis of the design and realization of The Integrated 
Application System for Network Security Service in Honghe State, which is a 
WEB-based office automation platform. With Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and 
Dreamweaver CS5 as its development tools, this comprehensive platform utilizes ASP 
and ASP.NET techniques, adopts BS and CS hybrid design architectures, and uses 
Microsoft SQLSERVER 2008 as the database. The system is an integrated office 
system mainly serving for the network security policemen in Honghe State. It can 
realize resource sharing and data transmission in all statewide (citywide) network 
security departments, provide information exchange among all departments and all 
policemen, and offer a high-quality and efficient information network platform. Firstly, 
this paper will make a brief introduction to the design purpose and background of this 
system and the development tools et al., and then make a detailed demand analysis of 
the system; afterwards, it will present the required functions and mainly discuss the 
system design scheme; finally, it would make a detailed introduction to the user login 
module, official document notification management module, personal mailbox, online 
communication module et al., and give out concrete realization steps, After test and 
analysis, Comprehensive the above it can be seen that this system runs stably, has the 
very good practicability. 
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